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CHAIRMAN’S FOREWORD

D

ear readers,

I have been the editor
of the InTouch for quite
a few years and now it is my
honour to also be the Chairman
of the Federation. Gemma
Vasquez stood down as Chair a
short while ago, and the GFSB
board thank her for all her hard
work whilst wishing her all the
best in the future. I will do the
best I can to continue to promote
the GFSB and the interests of our
members.
Gibraltar businesses are possibly facing
the biggest challenge of recent years,
and I believe that this is the perfect
time for the Federation to help all it can.
We want our members to work closer
together, to form stronger ties, and use
each other’s ideas and abilities to prepare
ourselves for the future. With that in
mind we are pleased to be starting a new
series of breakfast clubs called “Small
Business, Big Ideas.” The first one will
include a Brexit Brainstorm which will be
an interactive opportunity for members
to come up with ideas together. We
hope these meetings will provide good
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networking opportunities and improve
communication between members. We
are in this together, and we need to work
more as a team to ensure Gibraltar is an
attractive jurisdiction.
We have a number of new Board
members who are helping us to move
the Federation forward and to continue
providing an active and reliable service to
our members. We are meeting regularly
with the Government and are addressing
your issues face to face, directly with
Government MPs and representatives’.
We have seen good progress in the
last few months and are keen to work
with Government as much as we can to
continue to improve Gibraltar’s offerings
to business. If you have any issues that
you would like us to take up please
contact us and let us know. We will do all
we can to resolve them. We have some
key issues at hand with Government and
we will update you on progress shortly.
This issue of InTouch has articles from
many local businesses, with a focus
on retail. We realise that retail is a very
important part of Gibraltar’s economy
and tourist product. Kamlesh Khubchand,
who has recently joined the board, has
written an interesting article on the future
of Main Street. It is this kind of thinking
that we need to encourage. Planning
long-term, making sure Gibraltar can

thrive no matter what. We need to use
everything at our disposable to keep our
businesses progressing.
The property market is normally a good
reflection of confidence, and according
to this Issue’s article by BMI Group, the
stats are showing that the market is
strong. This is good news for Gibraltar
PLC. Despite Brexit and uncertainty,
Gibraltar remains a solid place for
investing and living.
The Cross Frontier Group that we are
involved with are also doing everything
they can do ensure that the frontier
remains as fluid as possible. We
recently met with MEP Clare Moody and
presented the issues local businesses are
facing, plus the work of the Cross Frontier
Group. Clare applauded the effort and
has encouraged us to continue lobbying.

Gibtelecom provides customer
service and technical support
around the clock each and
every day of the year

The GFSB is here to listen to your
thoughts and issues, plus to make ideas
grow, please contact us if we can help.
I hope this issue is interesting and look
forward to your feedback.
Wishing you all the
best,
Julian Byrne
Chairman

RENTAL OF BOARDROOM/CONFERENCE
TRAINING FACILITIES: TO MEMBERS

£15 per hour
£55 for half day
£80 for a full day
Tea/ Coffee will be provided.

You can depend on us.
We are committed to problem resolution and offer
24/7 support so you won’t feel frustrated when you
need to speak to someone on evenings, weekends
or public holidays.
For details on our broadband and mobile packages
visit www.gibtele.com

(The room can hold a maximum of 60 people standing, and 25-30 people training).
We aim to use the money made on the rental of these facilities to develop and
improve our training facilities for our members.
ISSUE 30 | SPRING 2017 |
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proud to make the point that some of
their staff have been with the business
for years.

LIGHTING THE
PATH TO THE
FUTURE WITH

GIGI SENE OF
THE BEACON
PRESS

T

he Beacon Press is one
of the many Gibraltarian
family businesses
which was set up
immediately after the opening
of the land border with Spain.
The late 1980s saw many
local entrepreneurs take the
opportunities provided by the
opening up of trade with the
European Union, by the increase
of footfall through tourism and
through successful businesses
attracting more employees to
reside in and around Gibraltar.
With an eye firmly on the business
sector to provide the majority of its
customers, Gigi Sene established The
Beacon Press in Cloister Ramp, though
she recalls that their original shop
was far smaller than the shop we are
familiar with these days. “We grew
steadily as our business flourished” she
explains, “expanding into properties that
surrounded our original shop as these
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became available.” The expansion of the
business was steady and organic and
in 2000 she was joined by her brother
Alfred Vasquez when they took on
their first two warehouse units. While
The Beacon Press has always provided
products for retail customers at their
shop premises in town, their focus has
also been geared towards the business
community which form their main
customer base and is handled from their
office and warehouse unit at Europa
Business Centre.
For what is essentially a family
business, The Beacon Press has all
the characteristics of a sophisticated
organisation: a firm presence on
the internet facilitating product
search for customers; strong social
media marketing to ensure that their
customers’ needs and requirements
are met as these evolve and change
over time; customer accounts and early
payment discount schemes; telesales,
where a team of helpful staff can talk a
customer through their requirements
and help them identify the perfect
product to suit them; warehouse space

that has enabled them to expand their
supply of office furniture and speed up
direct delivery to customers; a catalogue
of stationery and office supplies from
which clients can order items not held in
stock locally.
“We tend to focus on quality, branded
products which we know are going
to give our customers good value for
money,” was Gigi’s explanation of how
she chooses the product range available
locally. As well as the quality angle, The
Beacon Press has set up a structure
that offers a wide choice for customers,
which means that their customer base is
as broad as it can be. And in addition to
this, The Beacon Press delivers direct to
the business customers’ door, and in the
case of office furniture, assembly is also
included. Making life as easy as possible
for customers is always a plus in what is
a competitive field.

As an experienced business woman, she
has seen challenges and tough times
as well as times of rapid expansion and
success, but none, she admits, as tough
as the times she foresees ahead if Britain
pursues a hard Brexit as it leaves the
European Union.“At the end of the day,
in Gibraltar we voted overwhelmingly
to Remain, for my part because it
makes complete business sense for us
in Gibraltar to stay in the free market
provided by Europe. But the outcome
of the referendum means that whatever
happens next is out of the hands of
individual business people, and we have
to knuckle down and deal with any
problems that arise,” she says, with a
determined look. Businesses can plan
ahead and try to anticipate what is likely
to happen as a result of the decisions
that emerge over the next two years but
there is a limit as to how far light can be
shone into the dark waters of Brexit.
“Businesses do feel a degree of
apprehension and uncertainty,”
Gigi admits, quite clear in that
acknowledging concerns are the first
step in overcoming challenges, “we
don’t know what will happen with
the supply of goods through the land
border, or how added costs in the
way of tariffs or delays at the frontier,
might affect small businesses. Our own
capacity for storage of goods will stand
us in good stead if supply lines suffer
some disruption.” Gigi refers to a fourth
warehouse that The Beacon Press is
in the process of acquiring, a useful
addition to increase their capacity and
keep the supply of goods to customers
flowing as well as giving them the
opportunity to set up an office furniture
showroom.

But, since the majority of customers
are other businesses, Gigi also has a
clear vision of where the difficulties may
arise. “If businesses start to leave the
Rock because of problems with freedom
of movement of people through the
border, or there is a drop in tourism, or
because other European jurisdictions
become more attractive to certain
sectors, then the retail sector will shrink,
and businesses need to be geared up
and ready to contract if they have to.
Sometimes, hard decisions need to be
made, but what counts is survival.”
“Businesses are like organisms,” Gigi
continues to explain, “we have to
change and adapt to our operating
environment to survive, and that might
mean contracting, or maybe altering
product ranges, seeking out new supply
lines, buying and spending prudently
and researching and forecasting the
market as accurately as possible.”
Above all, for The Beacon Press, this
means keeping close communications
with customers, learning all the time

about their changing needs, about the
products they like and want to buy,
“The great thing about having such a
friendly telesales service,” smiles Gigi,
“is that customers know they can call
up and just talk to us about what they
require. If they have a problem and
aren’t sure what they need to buy, the
chances are that we are going to be able
to help them make the best purchase to
resolve it and make the best use of their
budget.”
It was fascinating to exchange views on
what the challenges ahead might look
like, as well as to discuss ideas on what
might help businesses to overcome
them. The Beacon Press, Gigi believes,
is in a strong position to face the future
with determination. “We will always
focus on providing a top quality service
to our customers, because customer
loyalty will be critical to getting through
any tough times ahead,” she says, “and
while we can’t predict the unknown, we
can prepare and make plans to deal with
the things that we suspect might come
about. We can only continue to strive to
be the best at what we do. The success
of a business very much depends on the
directors and staff adapting to change
and continuing to offer a quality service
regardless.”

None of this happens by coincidence
and is testament to years of dedication,
clear vision and relationship-building,
as much with team members as with
customers. Gigi and Alfred are rightly
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determine the number of hours you will
need to finish a project. With a per hour
fee, as you gain experience and learn to
work more efficiently, you will essentially
be punishing yourself for speed and
expertise unless you raise your rates
with every new project.

PRICING YOUR SERVICES
WHEN YOU’RE

SELFEMPLOYED
By: Eran Shay, Managing Director,
Benefit Business Solutions Ltd
www.benefitgibraltar.com

I

f you are just starting out as a
freelancer, you are probably
wondering how to price your
services. When you worked
as a Corporate employee you
received a salary, benefits, and
a fixed number of paid vacation
days.

Now you need to find a price point,
either an hourly rate or a flat fee, that
will provide you with enough cash to
pay your bills, to manage your business,
and, hopefully, to put something away
for the future.
Determining your rate of pay is in one
sense a very personal decision. Your
reputation as a freelancer will be based
in part upon what customers and clients
perceive as your value. If you have a
solid reputation and valuable experience
in your field, then you might be able
to charge more for your services as a
freelancer.
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Here are some tips:

1. Your experience is your
most valuable asset.
Do some research to determine your
level of expertise relative to other
freelancers in your industry. If you
feel that your previous experiences
place you above the majority of your
competitors, then don’t be afraid to ask
for more money.

2. When you are pricing your
services, focus on the positive
qualities that make up your
unique skill set.
If you have a special skill or knowledge,
not commonly found locally you may
be able to charge higher rates. Do your
homework and research what other
freelancers or contractors are charging.

4. Do the Maths: How much
does it cost for you to live
comfortably and happy?
Write down a list of all of your expenses
and an approximate monthly total for
each. Spend time and try to think of all
of your expenses, even the ones you
only pay once a year. Assign a monthly
value to each and add them into an
excel spreadsheet (or just write them
down).
Then, work out all your monthly business
expenses, not forgetting social insurance
contribution and income tax. The next
step is to figure out how many billable
hours you are going to work each month
(assuming you have the business). You
may be thinking that 40 hours is a good
estimate. In reality, however, with all of
the quoting, following up, driving time,
etc. it is probably more realistic that

you will bill somewhere in between 25
and 35 hours per week. The goal here
isn’t to see how many hours a week
you can work, but how many hours it
is reasonable to work without totally
consuming your life. After all, you’ve
started this business to have some
freedom right? Enjoy that freedom and
set a limit on your billable hours. Once
you have established how many billable
hours you will work per month, divide
your total expenses (living and business)
by the number of billable hours to
determine the hourly rate required to
cover the costs and lead the life you
want.

5. Reality Check: So, now you
know how much you need to
charge in order to live the now
defined lifestyle that you have
laid out in terms of expenses.
The next step is to evaluate this
hourly rate and determine whether it
is realistic. Is the number you came
up with reasonable? Based on your
experience, qualifications, etc, can you
comfortably look a customer in the eye
and say “I charge X amount?” If you

can, great. You’re all set. If you don’t
feel comfortable charging that amount,
why not? What’s holding you back? It is
often the case that freelancers tend to
undervalue their services.

6. Trust Your Instincts: There’s
a good reason you went into
business for yourself- you
believe in your intuition.
Have the courage to trust your gut when
it comes to your hourly rates. At the
end of the day, you only have yourself
to blame if you feel like your work is
undervalued.
Having assisted numerous freelancers
with their pricing models, my advice
has always been that your fee should
reflect your total value to a customer—
the product of your expertise, your
level of professionalism, your talent,
and your reputation. If you believe that
you are being underpaid, and therefore
undervalued, then you should never be
afraid to ask for more. Clients respect a
freelancer who is assured of his or her
worth, and demands a price that reflects
the “total value” of the service.

Perspective matters
The future asks more of business. A need for
wider knowledge, swifter actions and more
agile capability. A demand to look at the
world from a whole new viewpoint.
Deloitte identifies the new
perspectives that will drive
decisions; to build confidence
in shaping the solutions
that matter.
A fresh view on addressing
your most challenging
decisions awaits at:
Tel: +350 200 41200
Fax: +350 200 41201
info@deloitte.gi
www. deloitte.gi

3. Another of the most
difficult decisions that a new
freelancer has to make is
whether to bid with a flat fee,
also known as a project fee, or
to charge an hourly rate.

Merchant House, 22/24 John Mackintosh Square, P.O. Box 758, Gibraltar

With a flat fee, it can be difficult to

© 2017 Deloitte Limited. A member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited
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sense of touch to begin to get to know her
unborn child.

CREATING ENDLESS
POSSIBILITIES –
STRAITS
TECHNOLOGY:
3D PRINTING
AND BEYOND
“There is no doubt that creativity is the most
important human resource of all. Without
creativity, there would be no progress, and we
would be forever repeating the same patterns.”
Edward de Bono

G

ibraltar may be a small city with geographical limitations and a relatively small
population, yet creativity in the arts, in technology and in business continuously
thrives and regularly provides welcome surprises. When two or more of these fields
combine, the results can be pretty impressive. Director of Straits Technology Ltd,
Aidan Lane, is currently in the process of blending all three.
Aidan Lane has already achieved a good measure of personal and professional success in the specialist field of
endoscopy. At first glance this is an unlikely starting block for developing a business using the technologies
involved in 3D printing, but this is precisely what Aidan has done, and there is an interesting link.
Having become interested in 3D printing some years ago, Aidan went on to explore the details of this specialism
over a period of four years, balancing this with his work in endoscopy. It wasn’t long before he realized that 3D
printing has important uses in health care. For example, in Japan and the USA among many other countries, it is
widely used to support diagnoses and explore potential treatments in areas such as orthopedics and the developing
of prosthetics.

Aidan’s understanding of scanning
alongside other means of exploring the
internal workings of the human body led
him to investigate the different ways in
which computer files of the scans can
be converted to formats which allow for
3D models of the affected areas to be
produced. In turn, these allow doctors
to develop case-appropriate methods
of treatments which aim to improve
patient outcomes while keeping invasive
procedures to an absolute minimum.
“3D print models of complex tumours,
for example, can be used to plan surgical
techniques that reduce surgery times for
patients. In many cases, this also reduces
recovery times and can assist in reducing
complications that arise during surgical
procedures,” Aidan explains with the
keen enthusiasm of someone who has
applied 3D modeling to health care and
observed its success.
Aidan’s fascination with 3D printing led
him to invest in the necessary machinery,
the plastics used to create the models
and in attending training courses. At
the University of Navarra, in Bilbao,
he learnt to work with this technology
under the supervision of Professor Luis
Matey Muñoz, a leading expert in this
field and the university’s lead lecturer in
CEIT institute of engineering . “It was a
big commitment,” Aidan explains, “but
through Straits Technology I wanted to
bring this to Gibraltar to use in a variety
of ways, so that we can also benefit from
the technology’s potential.”
This is where art comes in. One of the
readily recognizable uses of 3D printing
is in making family keepsakes: a child’s
hands, or a newborn’s feet, or a couple’s
joined hands can make lovely gifts
and are some examples Aidan gives,
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although there are as many options as
there are people and situations, limited
only by whether items can be properly
scanned and the scans converted into
appropriate format files. “We can make
some beautiful keepsakes,” says Aidan,
“and it is a fascinating process. We
take a scan of say, a baby’s face, using
a handheld scanner, convert the file into
an STL file on the computer, modify this
in a way similar to a photographer using
Photoshop, and then print the model.
The printer sets out thin layers of plastic
to create the shape and then sets it using
UV light.”
Aidan works closely with his clients
to create what are truly unique and
highly personal pieces. But if creating
keepsakes sounds a little trivial, Aidan
immediately assures me otherwise. “The
actual printing is the easy bit; the skill
lies in preparing the right scans in the
right format. We can accept clients’ own
STL files, which could be anything that
they want, for almost any application.
Architects might want to produce 3D
models of their designs to support
their presentations to their clients and
manufacturers might want to produce
working models of some of their designs
in order to refine these and test prior
to manufacture. We are only limited
by the limits of the imagination. If the
technology is not there, then technology
can be developed.”

This neatly takes us back to the start of
our discussion: the uses of 3D printing
in healthcare and beyond. Aidan’s
knowledge and thirst to expand his
expertise appears boundless. “This
technology is beginning to be used in
UK to reconstruct complex tumours,” he
explains, ‘after all, an MRI scan is a 3D
image and can be converted to an STL
file for printing.” At the GHA, in his current
role, a recent case used a 3D model to
reproduce a foreign body lodged inside a
patient and allow surgeons to explore the
most appropriate form of extraction. “Not
only can this sort of use of 3D printing
be beneficial to the patient,” Aidan adds,
“but it can also result in an efficient use of
hospital resources, including the use of a
surgeon’s time.”
“But there’s more,” Aidan goes on, “3D
printing can produce prototypes for
product development and support all
sorts of other businesses.” Aidan has 40
patents pending. His passion for creativity
is limitless, and he has been using the
technology at his fingertips to design and
develop his own products.
“The next step for Straits Technology is to
look `at researching the relevant markets
so then we can decide whether to proceed
with setting up production. And we will
be seeking appropriate investment and
funding to develop the business,” he tells
me. Now there’s a challenge, I venture.
Aidan sparkles at the thought. “Oh yes,”
he agrees, “but in my field of healthcare
we take on seemingly impossible
challenges day in, day out, and more often
than not, we find the right treatment.
Developing Straits Technology products
is just another day in the office to me. All
challenges need to be faced with a bit of
creativity.”
Art, business, technology: blend these
with determination, expertise and a large
portion of creativity, and you get Straits
Technology Ltd., a company that firmly
believes that possibilities, are, indeed,
endless.

The example he then goes on to give
me is rather touching: a blind pregnant
lady who could not see the scans of
her baby during pregnancy was able
to arrange for the hospital scans to be
converted to the appropriate format
for 3D printing. Once the model of the
baby was produced, she could use her
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spectres of increased border controls
and associated loss of fluidity of
movement for goods and workers,
possible tariffs, potential transport and
supply difficulties to name the most
salient concerns.

THE RIGHT TIME TO PLAN AHEAD –
KAMLESH KHUBCHAND FACES
THE FUTURE

I

f it is true that timing is key
to success in business, then
it is also true that time can
provide the experience, skills
and resourcefulness that keeps
a business strong, flexible, and in
a position of continuing success.
In conversation with Kamlesh
Khubchand, whose family business has
been trading in Gibraltar since 1893, we
discuss how longevity is something that
can provide firm foundations for facing
the future.
Kamlesh outlines his business’ long
history with quiet pride. The story starts
with the arrival in Gibraltar in 1893 of
three Sindhi businessmen, Bulchand
Daswani, Khemchand Mahtani and
Mulchand Dialdas, who together set up
a business venture to trade largely with
the Garrison personnel, the visiting Royal
Navy and Spanish frontier workers. The
three businessmen eventually went their
own way in business, and in the 1920s,
Bulchand’s eldest son, Khubchand, took
over the original business. He became
deeply involved in the Rock’s business
community and commercial expansion,
and was also very actively involved in
the Scottish Lodge in Gibraltar. The
1940s saw the upheaval of war when
Khubchand took his family to India as
part of the obligatory evacuation. The
entire family left Gibraltar, but tragedy
struck and many members of the family
lost their lives on the journey. One of
the survivors was Krishna, and although
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initially he had wanted to become a
doctor, he eventually took over the
business in 1953, when Gibraltar faced
the post war era with renewed hope.
Since then, Khubchands has become
an icon, its premises at No. 55 Main
Street a favourite shop among many
Gibraltarians and with Gibraltar’s
thousands of visitors. “We have a long
history in Gibraltar,” Kamlesh muses,
“and this means that as a business,
we have experienced many changes,
some minor, such as new products and
changes in buying trends, some major –
you can’t get an event bigger than war.”
And somewhere along that spectrum,
Khubchand’s has had to adapt to
periods of austerity, to the closure of the
border and the difficulties this caused to

obtaining supplies and products, and to
political upheaval.
We can’t avoid the fact that Brexit poses
an enormous challenge to Gibraltar’s
retailers, probably the biggest challenge
since the years of the closed border with
Spain, and our conversation tends to
refer to what may emerge from Britain’s
negotiations with Europe, and Spain’s
attitude towards Gibraltar.
“Our business is in a state of constant
evolution,” explains Kamlesh, who
firmly believes that a business’ ability
to adapt to changing circumstances is
key to survival and ongoing success.
Khubchand’s has undergone a huge
transformation during the past two
decades or so,

starting
with the product range.
Adaptability to customer demand
and product availability is one way of
dealing with changing times: Kamlesh
explained how during the war years the
shop would sell silk stockings, fabrics
and combs, items that at the time were
extremely difficult to obtain in Spain,
and which visiting military personnel
would want to take back home as gifts.
Kamlesh tells me about how the
business constantly looks at products
and buying trends and admits, with a
degree of delight: “We got into Seiko
at just the right time and the products
helped us do very well.” They kept their
eye closely on products being marketed
in an increasingly global manner,
meaning that Gibraltarian customers
created an increasing demand for
them. He mentions Seiko watches,
JVC products, the ZX Spectrum,
the Commodore 64 and Casio with
nostalgic fondness.
But these are now challenging times,
and Kamlesh feels there are different
and perhaps more intense pressures
on the retail sector, partly driven by
increased globalization and technology
in what we can call the Information
Age. Customers are increasingly
knowledgeable, often keenly aware
of what is available across the world,
and the attributes of products are
easily researched on the internet. This
is in addition to the phenomenon of
online shopping, which adds to the
pressure on town centre shops. To keep
competitive, many retailers will work on
reducing their margins and increasing
their volume, but Gibraltar’s retail
market is limited and can have seasonal
fluctuations so there is a limit to the
effectiveness of this strategy.
“One very effective way of keeping
abreast with changing buying patterns
is to keep very close to the customers,”
Kamlesh explains. As a business that

has a long history
in Gibraltar, the building of long term
relationships with local customers is
of vital importance. “Getting to know
your customer is crucial,” he goes on,
“we have customers who we regard
as friends, and we have known them
and their families for generations. This
means that we can communicate at a
very personal level, get to know what
they want, and if we have not got the
item in store, we have the skills and
the contacts to try to obtain it for
them. Loyalty to your customer results
in their loyalty to you. This is the key
element that makes a business not just
a commercial success, but a successful
and essential part of the community.”
Full of energy and enthusiasm,
Kamlesh’s approach to business is
dynamic, looking forward while learning
from the past. The product lines in
store have developed and changed
dramatically, even in just the past
few years, a response, says Kamlesh,
to the tougher trading environment
post-2008’s financial crisis which saw
a sudden change to customer buying
habits to a more measured and cautious
approach. And the trading environment
is not necessarily going to get any
easier. “These are going to be very
uncertain times,” he says, as we broach
the inevitable subject of Brexit.

“Individual businesses and Gibraltar’s
retailers as a whole sector need to really
plan ahead, to look at what products
they carry, consider supply lines, keep in
close touch with customers, build strong
relationships and look at rewarding
loyalty,” Kamlesh opines, “there is a
real danger to standing still and waiting
to see what happens.” Our discussion
veers towards a fascinating exchange of
ideas on how Gibraltar’s retailers could
face the challenges and this includes
our thoughts on branding and finding
synergies in a co-ordinated approach
to international marketing. Kamlesh is
animated with a clear passion for his
business and for the sector, and also for
what it means to the wider Gibraltarian
community of which his family and his
family business are such an integral part.
How does he keep that enthusiasm?
“It’s just so much fun,” he grins, “it’s so
rewarding to get to make long term
friends with customers, with their
families, to get to know the customers
of the future and what their likes and
dislikes are, which you then reflect in the
products you bring to Gibraltar for them
to enjoy.”
Khubchand’s longevity, at least in part,
can be attributed to its adaptability
in the face of changes and upheavals,
its positive outlook even in difficult
times and the astute planning and
responsiveness of its owners. Kamlesh
concludes by explaining that in retail, as
in business in general, timing really is of
the essence, saying: “Now is the perfect
time to prepare for the future.”

Despite the looming uncertainty, there
is no reason for fear or complacency
in business. While the strong Euro has
seen some businesses benefit from
a reasonably good trading season
in Gibraltar since the results of the
referendum were announced last
summer, other businesses have seen
their margins squeezed and trade still
not quite recovered from the continuing
recession in Spain. The fact that there
has not been an immediate negative
impact on Gibraltar’s economy is
not reason enough to assume that
conditions are not going to become
more difficult, with the undefined
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“Access to a skilled and flexible work
force is essential for businesses in this
day and age and in the case of temporary staff, First Choice Recruitment is the
employer, so we deal with all the contract issues, payroll, tax and social insurance issues. If the business finds it is not
getting on with a particular temp then
we replace with another and deal with
any disciplinary issues that may arise.”
This is a statement which must bring a
sense of relief to those small businesses
struggling to cover staff annual leave.
Russell is quite clear that working with
his team does not mean HR managers
are under threat. “Quite the contrary,”
he smiles, “we work very closely with
HR managers who have a very different
role to ours. We are a support to their
recruitment arm, and more often than
not we help companies to make best use
of their recruitment budgets by taking
on some of those mundane activities
such as looking for staff with the right
skills, filtering applicants, and shortlisting, leaving the HR department free to
handle all the work that they need to
deal with on a day to day basis. Drawing from our large and growing network
of candidates saves them time as well as
money.”

TAKING THE STRESS OUT OF
FINDING STAFF WITH
FIRST CHOICE RECRUITMENT
By Jackie Anderson

I

’ve experienced both sides
of recruitment agencies: as
a candidate, as a temp, and
when hiring staff for my
own business, so I met with
Russell Hood of First Choice
Recruitment keen to find out
what the world of hiring staff
looks like from the perspective
of the recruitment expert.
Set up in Gibraltar in 2010 and with
Russell firmly at the helm since
2011 providing over thirty years of
recruitment expertise, First Choice
Recruitment has steadily established
itself as one of Gibraltar’s leading
recruitment agencies, supplying
temporary and permanent staff to a
wide range of Gibraltar’s businesses
across a broad range of sectors.
“Establishing a business anywhere
is always a challenge,” Russell
acknowledges, “so from early on we
have worked on steadily developing
relationships with local businesses.”
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Having moved to Gibraltar from the
UK after many years’ working in the
recruitment sector in London, Russell
could count on a vast experience of the
twists, turns and unique quirks of the
world of recruitment. As anyone who
has had any dealings with hiring and
managing staff will appreciate, there is
a great skill to finding the right person
with the right skills and also with the
right personality for your organisation.
“Business is as much about people as
it is about processes and services,” he
opines, “and recruitment is about finding
the best people to fit perfectly into your
business.”
With the focus firmly on people and
relationships, First Choice Recruitment
turned its attention in the early days to
Gibraltar’s finance sector. “We work
on building relationships with local
businesses and get to know their field,
their work, what their ambitions are and
in particular, we get to know how they
tick, what the organisation’s personality
is like, its culture,” explains Russell, “it

takes time, but it does mean that we can
then pull out all the stops to make sure
that we help them select exactly the
right candidate for any vacancies they
have. We are there to help clients grow
and develop their businesses by helping
them bring the right set of skills that
they need at the right time.”
As their credibility and their reputation
grew, First Choice Recruitment expanded to work with a wide variety of sectors
and with various sizes of companies.
“Our approach to building relationships
means that we have a strong network
of people, both as potential candidates
and as clients who need them. We can
supply large, international companies
with temporary teams of staff to bridge
a particularly busy period, and we can
provide a small company with a team
member who will stay with them for
years,” explains Russell.
The process of hiring staff is made
remarkably easy for employers by Russell and his team. “We do the leg work,”

he smiles, “from advertising a vacancy,
making sure everything is appropriately
registered with the ETB if required, to
initial interviews and shortlisting, checking references and work permits and
assisting with interview strategies and
techniques to help the business make
the final choice.” Fee structures are
straight-forward and the business only
gets the bill once a candidate starts
work. “It is essential for us to make sure
that we find the best candidate to fit
the post and the business,” Russell adds,
“and that often means that we search
for candidates who can offer that little
bit extra to the post, perhaps because of
their experience or their qualifications.”
This led us instantly to a discussion
on age and recruitment. Russell often
works with semi-retired professionals
who have years of skills and experience
to offer a business but want to take a
back seat role, away from the hotbed of
career progression. “These professionals
often have skills that go way beyond the
remit of the vacancy that we are trying
to fill,” says Russell, “but are only too
pleased to both downscale, and offer
their expertise.” These candidates are
ideal for small businesses which need to

tap into experts but cannot necessarily
afford consultants or who are considered too small for success-hungry young
candidates. “We have often found that
it is important for SME’s to hire the right
person quickly and avoid the costs of
having to re-hire or re-advertise. We do
all the legwork of finding candidates for
companies so that they can get on with
running the business.”
Russell took time to explain the ins
and outs of how a recruitment agency
functions, and it was fascinating to learn
about the amount of work and effort
that goes into matching candidates and
vacancies. I learned, for example, that
for a business that appears to work on
reacting to demand from clients, there
is a good deal of planning. “Many businesses have cycles of when they are
particularly busy, or when they need
temporary cover during popular holiday
periods,” Russell explains, “and we liaise
with our clients to help them plan ahead
so that they can consider covering staffing gaps with temps and therefore not
have interruptions to service to their
own clients.”

“We do much more than just advertise
jobs,” grins Russell. And therein, I suspect, lies the secret of their success.
Our discussion, over numerous cups
of coffee, is wide-ranging. How about
Brexit, I ask, how is that going to affect getting staff into posts, especially
if there are issues around freedom of
movement? Of course, the short answer
is that neither of us knows – who can
accurately predict the unprecedented?
But, after an initial period of what appeared to be stunned silence immediately after the referendum result was
announced, Russell was happy to note
that business has become even more
brisk than usual. “It’s as if,” he muses,
“businesses in Gibraltar have shaken
themselves up and are defiantly determined to ride the waves and achieve
even greater successes. There is a
wonderful positive attitude among our
clients, and First Choice Recruitment is
as busy as ever.”
http://www.firstchoice-temps.com/
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When it comes to
legal advice
Hassans stands out
from the crowd
With a global reach, Hassans provides legal solutions,
both locally and cross-border, to individuals
and major multinationals. We deliver a service
consistent with old world values of customer care
whilst combining professionalism with pragmatism.
Our clients get what they need, when they need it.
Personal or business solutions. Efficiently delivered.

COACHING FOR

PERFORMANCE

B

usinesses today face a
myriad of challenges.
Overcoming these
challenges can be the
difference between success and
failure.
Fierce competition has employers
battling to retain their very best talent.
Generations X & Y want to accelerate
their progression up the corporate
ladder faster, demanding much more
attention than past generations. There
are more and more demands on all
employees, ever more complex work
and longer hours, with less time and
resources to overcome challenges.
Businesses need to achieve results and
focusing time, energy and resources in
the right areas can propel organisations
towards these and advance their
business performance.
According to a study by ‘Bersin by
Deloitte’ businesses that train and
prepare managers to coach are 130%
more likely to get stronger business
results.
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The Power of a Coaching Culture on
Performance cannot be underestimated.
Effective coaching positively impacts
retention and performance, having a
waterfall effect of development and
expanding coaching broader, impacting
the entire business with the potential to
move its whole workforce toward peak
performance.

Benefits of a Coaching Culture
Businesses need leaders who bring
out the best in employees, to embrace
and engage in critical thinking, to be
committed to performance goals with
passion, drive, and ambition, aligned to
business goals.
Coaching brings many wonderful
benefits: fresh perspectives on
challenges, enhanced decision-making
skills, greater interpersonal effectiveness,
and increased confidence.
Coaching enables clarity of what you
want to have or to happen, see where
you are now and find a way forward to
your outcome; Providing a safe place to
explore concerns, issues and fears with
support and guidance to turn ideas and
thoughts into a new reality and develop

skills to reach full potential; Having
‘solutions’ focused and committed
employees that are future oriented;
The additional potential benefits of
a coaching culture are numerous. All
employees can maximize their potential
and performance, while honing their
own coaching skills to help each other
excel. Engaged employees tend to
support the organizational pursuit
of excellence overall, as well as in
leadership competencies.
Add to this:
• A safe environment in which to receive
feedback and to reflect on ways to
create further positive changes
• Interpersonal conflicts more easily
resolved
• Stronger trust in the management
team
• Team development enhanced at all
levels
• Behavior and attitudes adjustments to
achieve optimum business results
• The organization’s ability to compete
in a rapidly changing and unpredictable
world is greatly increased

57/63 Line Wall Road, PO Box 199, Gibraltar.
T: +350 200 79000 F: +350 200 71966
business@hassans.gi

“Hassans is widely considered to be the
market’s leading firm, both in terms
of size and depth of experience…”

www.gibraltarlaw.com

Legal 500 EMEA, 2014 Edition.
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Collect 2 points for every £1 spent on everything in-store
2 points equals 2p to spend in-store
Spend your points at any time to receive a discount
Receive exclusive emails with special offers and discounts

Call in at 55-57 Main Street & ask our team to sign up today!
*Terms & Conditions Apply

55-57 Main Street, Gibraltar
T. (+350) 200 78382
www.khubchands.com
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Members self rating Pre and Post workshop

This Masterclass has:

Increased Productivity
Those who are coached well
make appreciable improvements
in productivity, engagement and
satisfaction. Coaching maximises
potential and, therefore, unlocks latent
sources of productivity.
According to the International
Coaching Federation’s (ICF) Global
Coaching Client Study, 70% of people
who are coaching within a coaching
culture improved work performance
significantly and 61% of managers
improved their own personal
management of their business areas.
Building the self-confidence of
employees to face challenges is
critical in meeting organisational
demands. The ICF study showed that
80% of employees who are coached
experienced great improvements
in self-confidence in the work place
and 73% improved relationships and
communication with others, creating a
productive proactive environment.

Return on Investment
Coaching generates learning and clarity
for forward action, with a commitment
to measurable outcomes.
Some businesses fear the investment of
the time and energy that they need to
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put into coaching, however, the multiple
benefits of coaching far outweigh this
resource commitment.
Developing manager coaching skills to
drive a high performance culture
does take time and commitment at
all levels of the organization, yet it is
clear that the return on investment in a
coaching culture impacts engagement,
productivity, revenue, and other key
business measures. Embarking on a
journey to create a culture of coaching
may take some time to achieve yet will
be well worth it.
The success of today’s leaders is
increasingly being measured by how
well they engage and develop others,
not only holding people accountable for
contributing to performance.
Businesses who transform and embrace
a coaching culture will celebrate their
return on investment for years to come.

Where to start?
Give yourself and your business more
opportunity for success by building
on your personal strengths to improve
others’ performance through developing
others. Start to learn how to coach,
how to listen and how to ask the key
questions to elicit the motivation and
desire for others to reach their goals and
peak performance outcomes.

At a recent Coaching Masterclass
delivered as part of the GFSB
development programme for its
members, delegates were introduced
to coaching enabling them to improve
key aspects of their performance when
working with others, facilitating ways
for others to be the best they can be,
to use coaching to help improve their
performance.
Coaching is not about telling people
what to do. It is about helping them find
the right actions and identifying the
behaviour to achieve their performance
goals in line with what the business
needs to achieve. The results of the
coaching Masterclass below speak for
themselves, in only four-hours, we made
a difference, so that others can make a
difference.
Make a start today developing a
coaching culture for yourself and your
Business, it will best investment you will
ever make!

Overall, how would you rate this Masterclass?
Sources:
• ICF Global Coaching Client Study More information on benefits of coaching can be found in the
ICF Research Portal (http://coachfederation.org/
about/landing.cfm?ItemNumber=825&navItemN
umber=624), including case studies and industry
reports.
• Bersin by Deloitte http://www.bersin.com
The Coaching Masterclass is just one of many training
and development initiatives that the GFSB offer to our
members. Contact us if you are interested in attending.
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In 2007 there was a fatal accident at the
Waterport Terraces Construction site.
A Spanish worker - Mr Jose Luis Gomez
Garcia fell to his death when a makeshift
guardrail gave way. The inquest into his
death by the Health & Safety Inspector
revealed that guardrail was made of
recycled wood from wood pallets used
to transport building material to the site.
The wooden guardrail had been secured
with a masonry nail on one side and
wedged on the other side. Purpose built
metal railings should have been used.

Remember the dead
Fight for the living

F

riday 28 April 2017 was
Workers Memorial Day
and a Bank Holiday in
Gibraltar, declared by the
Chief Minister The Hon. Fabian
Picardo since 2012, in memory
of his late Grandfather Mr Henry
Massetti who died at work on
11th November 1938 at 32 years
of age. Mr Massetti’s eldest
daughter was Mr Picardo’s
mother. Health & Safety at
Work Regulations in those days
before the start of the second
World War were probably nonexistent. A wall collapsed on
Mr Massetti at a building site in
Alameda Red Sands area and
the inquest into his death in 1938
revealed a verdict of death by
misadventure.
It is indeed fitting to Remember the
Dead but also we must Fight for the
Living. Unfortunately there have been
many more incidents of fatalities at
work even today in the 21st Century
and clearly more needs to be done to
eliminate fatalities altogether. Strict
application and enforcement of Health &
Safety Legislation would not be enough
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as it is common for Companies to cut
corners in the pursuit of profit and/
or productivity. Our goal should be to
instil Health & Safety practices into our
DNA and/or have the Health & Safety
Inspectorate monitor and enforce good
working practices (if necessary by
imposing fines for infringements). All
these measures would not guarantee the
complete elimination of accidents in the
future, but at least some accidents could
be avoided.
Then there was the Naval Armament
vessel RFA Bedenham that exploded
while docked at the Gun Wharf in
Gibraltar, on 27 April 1951,when depth
chargers were being unloaded and
caught fire, killing 13 people and causing
a great deal of damage to the town,
including the Cathedral of St.Mary the
Crowned, Cathedral of the Holy Trinity
and the Convent. Red-Hot plating and
shell splinters fell within a radius of 3 km
and some landed in Catalan Bay beach
having been projected over the Rock.
Luckily nobody was hurt in the Village
but it must have been a scary sight. Sub
Officer George Campell Henderson was
posthumously awarded the George
Cross and the King’s Police and Fire
Services Medal (for Gallantry) was
also posthumously awarded to Albert
Alexander Indoe the Chief Fire Officer of
the Dockyard.

Outside the Flying Angel - Mission
to Seafarers is a Memorial Plague in
memory of Mr David Pickup who died
in an explosion aboard M/V Brunito on
14 October 1996. Unfortunately fifteen
years later , on the 31 May 2011, the
Sullage Plant explosion in the North Mole
claimed the life of Mr Pedro Zambrano
Lopez (40 years old). The explosion
was believed to have been caused by a
spark from welding operations on the
Sullage Tank, situated on the Western
Arm of the North Mole. At the time
there was a cruise ship in Port - the
Royal Caribbean - Independence of
the Seas and 12 passengers sustained
minor injuries. The thick black smoke
emanating from the resulting fire,
caused the suspension of all flights at
the Gibraltar International Airport.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
EXECUTIVE (HSE)
The Health and Safety Executive in
the UK was formed in 1975 with a remit
to undertake the requirements of the
Health and Safety Commission. Its
Mission is to prevent death, injury and ill
health in Great Britain’s workplaces.
Statistics available in the HSE website
are quite alarming :-

KEY FIGURES FOR GREAT
BRITAIN (2015/16)
• 1.3 million working people suffering
from a work related illness
• 2,515 mesothelioma deaths due to past
asbestos exposures (2014)
• 144 workers killed at work
• 72,702 other injuries reported under
RIDDOR (Reporting of Injuries, Diseases
and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations
2013)
• 621,000 injuries occurred at work
according to the Labour Force Survey
• 30.4 million working days lost due to
work-related illness and workplace injury
• £14.1 Billion estimated cost of injuries
and ill health from current working
conditions (2014/15)

Health and Safety
Inspectorate
In Gibraltar the Health and Safety
Officers are appointed under the
Factories Act. In being responsible for
the enforcement of the provision of the
Factories Act and subsidiary legislation,
the inspectorate is tasked with several
key functions.

Instances of non-compliance can result
in the imposition of an ‘Improvement
Notice’ or even a ‘Prohibition Order’ that
will in effect bring work operations to a
standstill until such time as the Health
and Safety Inspectorate is satisfied that
required safety standards have been
duly complied with.

Health and Safety Standard will become
an International Standard possibly in
July 2017 namely ISO45001:2017.
So how would the Health & Safety
Standard help organisations? It would
provide guidelines or a blueprint on how
to adhere to Health & Safety Legislation
by having:-

The Health and Safety Inspectorate
is further empowered to investigate
accidents occurring at a place of work
with investigations sometimes leading to
prosecutions.

• A Health & Safety Policy Statement
• Health & Safety Objectives
• Ensure that applicable Health & Safety
Legislation is identified, communicated
and compliance assessed
• Define resources, roles, responsibilities,
accountability and authority with regard
to Health & Safety
• Method Statements and Risk
Assessments
• Plan Emergency Preparedness and
response
• Monitor and measure the occupational
health and safety performance of the
organisation
• Reduce the potential for accidents

The Health and Safety Officers
constitute a valuable source of
information to employers and
employees alike as regards due
compliance with rights and obligations
as set by health and safety legislation.

FIGHT FOR THE LIVING
Judging by the number of fatalities
at work in the UK which reached 144
in 2015/16, it is clearly very difficult
to eliminate accidents altogether.
Great Britain has a good track record
in Health & Safety when compared
to other countries in the world. Also
UK has a British Standard OHSAS
18001:2007 Occupational Health and
Safety Management System which is an
internationally applied standard.
In the same manner as British Standard
BS5750 became an International
Standard (ISO9001) in the 1980s, the

Organisations achieving the Health &
Safety Standard are subject to a third
party Surveillance Visit on an annual
basis, to ensure that the Health &
Safety Management System is being
maintained adhering to the Standard.
Non compliances are communicated to
Management and must be corrected to
retain the Certificate.
To conclude the Health & Safety
Standard provides Top Management
with an excellent means of ensuring the
organisation is adhering to applicable
Legislation and hence provides the
peace of mind that the potential for
accidents is reduced. Let’s hope that
collectively we continue to fight for the
living and stop adding names to the
“Remember the Dead” List.
Tony Lopez
T L Consulting Ltd

The main function of the Health and
Safety Inspectorate is to ensure that
work places comply with statutory
provisions in relation to prescribed
health and safety standards.
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at the North Mole Post Office aren’t
as long as in Christmas but every now
and then there are the usual online
shopping experts picking something
up from Amazon, Next Online, Asos or
even Boohoo. Amazon, by the way,
have made no secret that they want
to disrupt all conventional retailers on
a global scale and so far they seem to
be succeeding. DHL last year had to
increase it’s staffing just to deal with the
massive demand for delivering online
purchases. I understand that this is
now a sign of the times and, yes, I have
bought items online too. And I welcome
the options and choice that online
shopping provides. So, “time to adapt”
we hear. And that is what Gibraltar has
been best at doing over the years.

Forward thinking.

THE GIBRALTAR RETAIL SPACE PART ONE

Many retailers have taken the initiative
and are slowly changing their business
models. These are welcome initiatives.
Some have refurbished and many
rebranded. But as a street, a place, we
could do so much better. We need to
come together and work together. We
need to have a vision and a create a
masterplan: A strategy for the future.
Perhaps as part of a wider ‘tourist based’

product. And now, with Brexit looming
and other potential shocks to our
economy, is the time to act.
But as a collective we have never had
a truly unified front. In retail there has
always been, and will always be, an
element of competitiveness, naturally.
But just like the Bankers in Gibraltar,
and the Accountants and the Insurance
companies have got together and are
working together for the benefit of all,
it really is time for Gibraltar’s retailers to
start doing likewise.
My suggestion is to obtain professional
assistance in finding answers to the
following key questions:
• What is Main Street’s current offer?
• How can we maintain and enhance the
offer?
• How can we attract increased footfall,
dwell time and spend?
• What can we do to address “leakage”
of local population spend? (eg to
Internet or to Spain)
The above list is not exclusive of course
and ultimately Gibraltar needs a viable
and vibrant Main Street. The people of

Gibraltar deserve it. Main Street needs
its own brand, a brand that can resonate
with both locals and visitors alike. The
aim should be to evoke a desire for
locals to shop in Main Street and return
home happy (ideally ecstatic!) with their
local purchases, and for tourists to look
forward to their next visit and tell their
friends.
To take part in the future of Main Street
and to have your say please email:
kamlesh@khubchands.com using Main
Street in your subject line.
Kamlesh is the CEO of Khubchands at
55 Main Street, a retail outlet that since
1947 has brought to Gibraltar a wide
and varied selection of products (mainly
electronics and watches) over the years.
Today Khubchands have added small
domestic appliances, and a range of
high quality home and kitchen related
products like Kitchenaid and Le Creuset
to the offering. But most importantly
our offering is our service. Kamlesh
is also a Director on the Board of the
GFSB dealing with Retail and Wholesale,
Employment and Cross Border issues.

This article is the first of a series of four that attempts to address the issues that Main
Street and the retail trade in general faces and what can be done about it

By Kamlesh Khubchand

G

ibraltar’s Main Street
has always been an
important ‘meeting
point’ for both locals
and visitors alike.

The street is steeped in history and has
served the Garrison and the community
since it took shape over 250 years ago. It
still has a charm and a quaintness about
it. However today, in my opinion, our
Main Street is dealing with existentialist
challenges. We are at a cross roads and
we have been here before. It’s time to
re-invent ourselves.
You get a real flavour of our community
life on a Saturday morning. On these
mornings the day starts peacefully,
silently, serenely. The shops begin to
open and it appears no one is in town.
Friday night must have been a ‘good,
good’ night. It’s time to reflect on the
week and wonder what the weekend
will bring. By 10.30 am the usual early
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birds are around getting the necessary
purchases done, sometimes swiftly
as they already have plans for the
afternoon. But by 11.30 Main Street is a
busy, bustling place. Families appear.
Couples with dutiful kids in tow.
Grandparents are out in force. Prams
make their presence and the contents
are attracting attention. At 12.00 noon
the sound of the drums in the distant
remind us of our strong military heritage.
At this time most outlets are doing brisk
business and many are catching up with
their retail ‘friends’. The tourists, if they
are still around, click away and follow
the uniformed soldiers of the History
Alive re-enactment group. It’s a case
of the ritual of shop, coffee, shop a bit
more, lunch ideally with friends and or
Grandparents and perhaps, if lucky, the
in laws etc. But you know it’s Saturday
when between 1.00 and 2.00 pm some
of the stores start to shut. Tourists
express their surprise verging on
disbelief. The beginning of the weekend.

Maybe a sports event, or a wedding to
follow. Or dinner across the border. And
by 5.00 pm the bustling is all but over.
Peaceful again. Serene once more.
Today on a weekday you could be
forgiven if you thought that it was a
Saturday. If there isn’t a ship in town by
5 pm the street is almost a ghost town. It
is most noticeable on a slightly cool and
dark winter day. But even in summer
now there are moments when you
struggle to really find serious buyers.
I have spoken to over forty retailers in
the last few months. There is a sense
of disbelief and pessimism around.
Brexit brought some of that pessimism.
But tourist spending overall appears
to have taken a downturn. And so, for
some reason, is local spending. But I
sense a longer-term trend. We all know
that shopping habits are a changing.
The internet, such a fantastic tool for
knowledge, efficiency and convenience
is taking its toll. The queues nowadays
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But, he concedes, he expects to keep
learning. “You can’t keep still in business,”
he says, “if you do, you stagnate and
certainly the competition won’t stand
still. We expect to constantly evolve
and adapt as customer demands change
and products evolve.”

GETTING THE BUSINESS
OFF THE GROUND WITH
GIB FLOORING’S
SEBASTIAN SUAREZ

F

ounder of one of
Gibraltar’s youngest
businesses, Sebastian
Suarez was busy settling
into his new premises when
I met up with him, as always,
driven by curiosity as to why
he was drawn to his particular
range of products.

Sebastian smiles and relates how Gib
Flooring, which he set up with his wife,
came to be. “I was working in the
gaming sector and had wanted to set up
in businesses for myself for quite some
time,” he says, “I mulled over a number
of ideas, but did not find the right one
for me until my wife and I bought a
house. It was at that point, when I was
doing up our new home and needed
to lay some flooring, that I discovered
that the range of products available in
Gibraltar was relatively limited. I carried
out the research and found a range of
products that I felt could fill that gap in
the market.”
It all sounds rather standard and
simple, but there’s much more to Gib
Flooring than that. Sebastian, like many
customers, had found himself looking
for high quality, durable products, with
back-up after care and expert fitting, in
particular solid and engineered wood
floors. This meant having to focus on
the research and the negotiations with
suppliers as well as setting up all the
relevant infrastructure for importing,
delivering and fitting the floors that
need to be set up. And, knowing he
had strong competitors already on
ISSUE 30 | SPRING 2017 |
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the Rock, Sebastian had to find a way
of marketing that could effectively
communicate his business to customers.
Unlike some businesses within the
general retail sector, Gib Flooring
relies on local custom which can make
it subject to fluctuations in the local
market. This means its marketing and
communications has to be right. In
answer to that question, Sebastian grins
and asks me how I heard of Gib Flooring.
I had to pause for a moment, then
remembered: Facebook. Social media
and electronic marketing has been an
effective tool for this business, which
has found that this medium speeds up
word of mouth considerably, sending
information, recommendations, updates
on products, availability and prices to
thousands of customers within seconds.
Add to this an accessible, classy website
and a town centre showroom where
key products can be displayed, and Gib
Flooring has a strong foundation from
which to operate.
That’s not to say there can be any
complacency. It is early days yet in
the life of any business, and Sebastian
is well aware of that. Besides local
competitors, he knows that he has to
compete with vast stores in Spain and
to some extent with the internet itself,
although he explains that customers
generally want to see samples of the
product: look, colour, feel all play a part
in the way that customers make their
choices, and that is something that
online shopping simply cannot provide.
As in all businesses, timing has played
a part in helping Sebastian get off the
ground. While some businesses reeled

from the shock of the drop in the value
of sterling against the euro after the
referendum last year, Gib Flooring found
that this encouraged local customers to
stay in Gibraltar and buy local. Along
with his acute attention to customer
care, providing a quality service as well
as a quality product to customers, this
has helped to engender loyalty and
recommendations, helping the business
to establish and proceed to grow. In
addition to this, the business launched
just at the time when hundreds of newbuild shared ownership apartments were
released to the property market and
this created a huge demand for flooring
products and services.

delivery and to fitting. We also provide
an after-care service, knowing that it is
when customers are happy all-round and
can rely on you to help them find what
they need that you win their loyalty. We
have set out to be Gibraltar’s experts
in flooring, providing a seamless,
stress free service from first contact to
installation”.
Setting up a business takes a good deal
of dedication, intense focus and not a
small quantity of courage. Sebastian is
now something of an expert in flooring,
and keeps his knowledge up to date, as
do so many retailers, through research
and through attending trade shows. If

Like all local businesses, Sebastian is
very aware of the forthcoming
challenges of Brexit, and is facing these
with a characteristic calm and cool
manner. “Businesses always face
challenges,” he says, “and – albeit
possibly complex – this happens to be
one more challenge that we will face.”
He cites as an example the challenge
that his business faces in terms of
storage of product and showroom
space. Timing for his business is crucial
and the ability to store quantities of
items would facilitate prompt deliveries.
“To date our strong relationships
with suppliers from UK and also from
Europe has meant that our lead time
for supplying our customers have been
kept really low. But we are ready to look
at suppliers from other localities and
through other means should there be
an issue with increased controls at the
border,” he sets out.
“Currency fluctuations are something
businesses need to keep a close eye
on as are tariffs on European imports,

“We can’t sit back on our laurels and
get complacent though,” Sebastian
acknowledges, “customers are very well
informed purchasers, not just in terms of
the technical attributes of the products,
but about the price ranges too, which
means we have to price very keenly and
be very aware of how these relate to our
competitor’s prices.” All the time the
border is open and free flowing, Spain’s
stores are the most powerful players in
the market for flooring.
In addition to this, there has to be a
continuity of research, a staying abreast
of product development, trends in
buying and in interior decoration, not
just locally, but across the globe, as
the internet means customers are
not restricted to peeking into their
neighbour’s house to see what’s
on trend; there’s a whole world of
information at their fingertips.
And there is attention to the customer.
Sebastian emphasises this point
thoroughly: “Our customers are hugely
important to us, and they are the reason
why we pay so much attention to detail,
from product selection to ordering, to

you are going to sell flooring, he points
out, you as the retailer need to know the
products inside out, its strong points, its
quirks, its limitations, how it looks, how
it feels and how it performs in a number
of different home environments. In
addition to this, he has recruited skilled
flooring experts to install the flooring
to a high standard and then provide
maintenance services to customers
whose floors now and again need a little
bit of tender, loving care.

but with these issues a little out of our
control we can only keep abreast of
changes and make sure that we can
adapt to make the best of them.”
Once again, Sebastian makes it all sound
simple, yet it is clear that the degree of
skill, focus and dedication he has for his
business will stand him in good stead for
any challenges that the rapidly changing
world of retail raises in the months to
come.

intouch
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WHAT’S IN STORE FOR 2017?
SALES/RESIDENTIAL
• Our portfolio: remains one of the
largest and most updated on the rock.
Volumes have been increasing and will
inevitably increase further due to the
various off-plan developments soon
to come to market, and where certain
numbers of speculators will feed their
investments into the mainstream – the
key point of interest will be what impact
this will have on prices? So far prices
have levelled with slight increases and
remain steady. We expect our portfolio
to see further listings over the year 2017.

PROPERTY OUTLOOK
& MARKET UPDATE
GIBRALTAR 2016/2017
IN BRIEF

to much speculation that the market
would indeed arrest and see a 10-15% hit
on values, as was being predicted in the
London market. The reality was and has
to date been an overwhelming shock.

2016 was by no exception an interesting
year to say the very least. We had
forecast and expected the market to
flatten somewhat (as shown by trend on
the graph below). Given the exposure to
off-plan sales as well as the fact that the
market had grown substantially through
the period from 2011/12 to 2013/14
of approx. 40%, the expectation of a
somewhat flattened market with respect
to prices was justified.

but in light of the chaos surrounding us
all, politically, economically and socially;
Gibraltar remains a small beacon of
security and prosperity.
On the 24th June 2016 I received
an email from an international HNW
client that in our view underpins
and articulates what in fact seems
to be unfolding from a Gibraltar Inc
perspective – it read as follows:

The year 2016 can best be described as
one of two halves, the first being one
that most could have predicted, the
second was unexpected, and delivered
what from BMI’s perspective resulted in
one of the busiest 3rd and 4th quarters
we have ever enjoyed. Why? In short,
Gibraltar as we have said on so many
occasions, continues to be a sanctuary
to so many seeking a safe, well
regulated, stable, low key jurisdiction.
The uncertainty of Europe and the
consequences of Brexit are unknown,

The impact of Brexit and the
Referendum further compounded our
thoughts, and the lead up to the 24th
June 2016 was very much a slow train in
terms of sales volumes. The result was
wholly unexpected and at the time led

“My belief in Gibraltar’s strength,
especially in its entrepreneurship and
government convinces me that as soon
as we shake off the inevitable sense of
disappointment we will start to see that
there is no shortage of opportunities for
this small but dynamic country”.

• Prices: 2016 as shown on our graph
shows a price increase across the
board of approximately 8%, with our
average price guideline excluding high
value sales showing an increase of
approximately 4% throughout the year.
Due to some unexpected high value
sales, which were out of the norm, we
would prefer to suggest that the real
average increase over the year was in
the region of 5%. Given uncertainties
surrounding the Brexit situation it is
hard to predict or indicate market
trends for 2017. At this stage we can
only be encouraged by the almost
perverse activity experienced during
the latter half of 2016 which saw our
sales numbers break all previous records
for Q3/4. As this update goes to print
we are delighted to confirm that the
first two months of 2017 have seen a
continuation of this buoyant trend.
(Please see section under “Economy” for
our thoughts on the market ahead and
the impact on prices)

• Off-plan sales: in total, there are
approx. 450+ units under construction
over various developments. The first
large scale scheme to be completed will
be Midtown phase 1 which is scheduled
for Nov 2017 followed by Ocean Spa
during mid-2018 and Quay 29 circa end
of 2018. Others will follow during 2019.
The position with respect to re-sales so
far is positive. We have always kept a
watchful eye on speculative market and
the impact on an oversupply of re-sales
due to this. To date we are positively
encouraged by the fact that the few
(executed) re-sales converted in recent
months have delivered approx. 10%
increases on sales values and up to 35%
on the instalments paid by initial option
holders. This in our view is a strong
indicator of a growing confident market
so far.
Our view and forecast for 2017 is
uncertain, given external affairs relating
to Brexit and the impact that this may
have on Gibraltar from a political and
economic perspective. Indications are
that Gibraltar could benefit from the
uncertainties in Europe but particularly
the chaos and instability throughout
European economies.

Off-plan re-sales will, in our opinion, be
a good indicator of confidence or lack
of and our focus will be on assessing
whether or not the market has overexposed itself to weak speculators,
and which developments may be
more adversely affected by this. As
mentioned above, we have already seen
a strong indicator that re-sales in certain
developments are seeing margins of up
to 15%.
Our thoughts on a developing 4 tier
market (low, mid, high, ultra-high) as
described over the past 36 months
are now firmly accepted. We believe
that this more than serves as a positive
indicator of the potential that the market
continues to enjoy. The very fact that we
are attracting a new ultra-high segment
is the clearest sign of confidence from a
new emerging market.
2016 saw our involvement in the sale
of the 1st of The Sanctuary Villas to
be sold, with a great many applicants
and clients expressing their belief in
our prospects ahead. This reassures us
that, regardless of uncertainties in the
market as described within this update
we continue to see a great margin in this
internationally driven sector.

On this basis, our opinion is cautiously
siding on a real prospect that prices will
certainly hold at current levels and may
see further growth in certain sectors
similar to that in 2016 of circa 5%.
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The data set out in the attached
graphic are based solely on BMI’s
own sales and are, therefore, to be
treated as only indicative of trends
in the wider Gibraltar market.
The data in respect of “average
house price excluding high value
properties” were generated by
excluding the highest valued 10
per cent of properties sold by BMI
in each respective year.

RATES PER SQM ACROSS THE BOARD:
Lower end market (not including "new" affordable housing)

£1,950/sqm - £2,900/sqm

Middle end market

£3,000/sqm - £4,350/sqm

High end market

£4,500/sqm - £5,250/sqm

Upper High end market (new emerging market)

£5,500/sqm - £7,500/sqm

NB. Note that the GDP graphic has
no direct bearing or correlation
to the information provided on
average property prices and is
purely an indicator with regards
to trends.
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GIBFIBRE
Connecting Business

LETTINGS
Our property management portfolio has
grown substantially since we began to
focus in this sector back in 2006; we
now have over 120 properties under
management. The market has been
buoyant since 2011, which in fact, we had
indicated would be the case and would
continue to be so; however, 2016 and in
particular Q3&4 has been exceptional in
terms of volumes of properties let and
thereby rendering the market to the
lowest point in supply since 2000.

Enterprise Solutions
100% Privately Owned
Fibre Network

We have always indicated and
suggested that this may see a prelude
to rising prices as was the case in
2000 and we believe that existing new
letting entrants, will translate into new
purchaser applicants.
Increases in lettings prices (as has
been the case) are driven by demand,
but are also good indicators of
economic activity. Due to the delivery
of new developments and a supply
of properties on to the market over
the coming 12-18 months we do not
necessarily see this approach this
time round and take a view that rental
prices are more likely to remain settled,
certainly leading up to the completion of
the recent new “off-plan” schemes.
Landlords will no doubt be pleased to
see their existing ROI doing well across
the board and gross yields generally
ranging between 4.5%-6.0%. We expect
this to remain the case over the next 12
-18 months.

CHIEF MINISTER’S
ANNOUNCEMENT –
Parliament 08.07.16
“I announce a new budget
measure today that where any
property is constructed in the
next thirty months from the 1st
July 2016 and that property is
rented for residential purposes,
the owner of that property will
receive a tax credit equal to the
tax payable on the profits earned
on the first twenty-four months
of rent occurring in the first five
years after the completion of
construction of that property.
The tax credit is not refundable
and can be offset against the tax
payable to extinguish any liability
to tax.”
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Up to 10Gbps speeds
COMMERCIAL
The past 18 months have seen significant
proposed office developments launched
to market. World Trade Centre and
Midtown are the main players and both
account for approx. 27,000sqm of new
grade A office space. Both schemes are
scheduled to be completed by early
2017 / late 2017 respectively.
Aside from the above we are also seeing
the re-development of various Freehold
Town Centre buildings converted and
re-fitted into HQ offices for particular
users.
Demand has clearly increased with
the additional pressure of there being
no new build in this sector for quite a
number of years. Our views (last year)
on whether there is real demand to meet
the forecasted sqm being proposed
were met with an element of caution
given the substantial schemes in the
pipeline. Completion of WTC has very
clearly underpinned the fact the market
has indeed welcomed this grade A office
project with over 90% let.
It is fair to say, however, that over the
past 36 months there has been a clear
demand and outcry by the various
economic sectors, namely Gaming,
Insurance and Financial Services and
the general market as a whole, for
new upgraded 21st century office
accommodation. These demands will
most certainly be met.

With respect to current availability /
stock, it is safe to say that there are
options in various locations, particularly
in older commercial developments. The
offering is generally lower quality and in
certain areas, compromised in terms of
layout flexibility and sizes.
Moving forward; we take the view that
there will be an element of decanting
from the older commercial properties
into the newer and better designed
office schemes. Worthy of note is the
fact that letting rates/sqm have not
been compromised at the higher end
due to the decanting, but in fact are
maintained at the highest levels to date
which further suggest that applicants
are prepared to pay high end prices for
high end specs. In our view this creates
an opportunity for landlords with older
(decanted) buildings, to upgrade their
commercial properties, in line with 21st
century requirements.
Fundamentally it will be the ability
of the economy to grow further and
attract new business, which we believe
Gibraltar will continue to do. We take
the view that new modern office
options will only serve to improve the
commercial offerings in the market and
will generate new business.

Local & International
Leased Lines

Strict SLA’s

24/7 Support
Guaranteed Bandwidth
100% Burst Capacity
Resilience & Redundancy

To get a no obligation quote and information on how
your business can benefit from our
100% pure fibre solutions
contact one of our specialist consultants now.
+350 200 65155
info@gibfibre.com
gibfibre.com

Unit 5
Waterport Terraces
North Mole Road
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CURRENT MARKET RATES:
Europort

Europort

High value - Comm

£320 - £380/sqm

Leisure Island

Ocean Village

Complex

£330 - £415/sqm

Regal House

Queensway

High value - good

£250 - £300/sqm

Eurotowers

Europort

Amenities

£240 - £275/sqm

Leanse Place

Town (South)

Mid end

£240 - £275/sqm

Hadfield House

Town (Centre)

Mid end

£230 - £250/sqm

59 Line Wall Road

Town (Centre)

Mid end

£240 - £270/sqm

N.B These rates are
indicticative only and are
to be taken as average
price ranges in the
respective properties.
Please note that the
above prices may be
subject to condition of
units let and whether or
not they are internally
finished (to high standard
& spec) and kitted out for
immediate use.

CURRENT FORECASTED RATES / PRICES FOR WTC / MIDTOWN:
World Trade Centre*

£395/sqm (lease)

£5,000/sqm (For Sale)

Midtown

£375/sqm (lease)

£4,500/sqm (For Sale)

*World Trade Centre completed early 2017 with current rates comparable to our forecasted figures.

NEW
DEVELOPMENTS
2015 saw the launch of Midtown phase
2, Ocean Spa and Kings Wharf Quay 29.
In brief all three phases / developments
sold out in no time with only a few
properties remaining directly from the
developer. Although one would be
tempted to mark this as a huge success
on the part of the developers, we will
keep a watchful eye on where demand
for these units has originated from and
who the buyers are.
Re-sales have started to materialize and
to date, we encouraged by the fact (as
mentioned in previous sections above)
that re-sales are seeing uplifts of up to
10% of purchase prices held by option
holders.
We have always maintained that a mix
of owner occupiers, seasoned investors
and a small measure of speculators is
healthy, any overdose of the latter and
you become exposed – to learn more
about our thoughts on this, please feel
free to call us.
We reserve our position on how we see
this evolving throughout the year in
light of political matters surrounding the
Brexit negotiations.
ISSUE 30 | SPRING 2017 |
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ECONOMY
Although we prefer to refrain from
commenting on economic activity, we
have found it useful to refer to the GDP
figures (blue dotted line on graph) in
order to indicate economic strength
or weakness, which is a main driver in
property values. 2016 continued with
much the same progress as the previous
year and a projected growth of +7.5%.
Brexit remains very much on all our
minds and muddies the waters with
regards to any forecasting on how the
economy will unfold over the coming
12-24 months.
The current climate however, and if
one can ignore the Brexit factor, in our
view continues to be very positive and
likely to grow sensibly. For six years
(since 2011) we have witnessed the
market harden up and prices rise, 2013
underpinned this further with a marked
increase in “high value” sales which, as
seen on the graph marks the beginning
of the fourth tier sector in the market
which we have referred to in the tables
above.

Note that the above are
based on existing sales
and committed leases at
both developments and
where figures are given as
an average.

Property values have flattened slightly
over the past 24 months from the
previous four years and have not
mirrored GDP growth as in the past; it
would be unrealistic to expect as much.
We see this settling as a breather in
the market, which in essence allows
stakeholders to measure and assess
what may lie ahead. Our take very much
depends on new business for Gibraltar,
but more importantly the ability for our
economy and financial services sector to
continue to strive, compete and attract
new entrants from other jurisdictions.
We also believe that the private client
space will feature highly over the next
few years as we see high value clients
looking for jurisdictions that can afford
them a safe, proactive, low tax and
regulated environment.
By Louis Montegriffo

BMI GROUP
ESTATE AGENTS

Argus is the only Chartered Insurer in Gibraltar.
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paper for the “Great Repeal Bill”, but had
offered some reassurance to Gibraltar,
the Prime Minister expressing steadfast
support. The EU was yet to respond.

GFSB
ANNUAL
DINNER
“Gibraltar will be no pawn in Brexit, and no victim in Brexit.”

T

his timely reminder of the
Chief Minister’s words
were spoken by Attorney
General, Mr Michael
Llamas during his address to the
GFSB’s Annual Gala Dinner on
30th March 2017.
Brexit once again loomed large even in
the refined and pleasant surroundings
of the Rock Hotel Khaima, where GFSB
members took the opportunity to meet
up, network and exchange views –
often in animated and good-humoured
exchanges. Just the previous day, the
British Prime Minister, Theresa May,
had triggered the now-infamous Article
50, in the official letter stating Britain’s
intention to leave the EU. With 96%
of Gibraltar’s voters having wanted
to remain in the EU, the business
community remains intensely watchful
of progress in negotiations and sensitive
to the slightest political move in Europe.
The outgoing Chair of the GFSB, Gemma
Vasquez, opened the evening with a
clear review of the past year and of
some of the issues that the GFSB has
brought to the forefront of discussions
with the Government, such as the issue
of business licensing and the on-going
review of medical notes.
Having led the campaign for Remain
during last year’s referendum with
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tremendous success, Gemma pointed
out to the gathered business community
that one of Gibraltar’s strengths is in
unity; in the way the community works
together with infinite resources of
tenacity and creativity to overcome
obstacles. Her parting words in
reference to the inevitable challenges
posed by Brexit, as she handed over
to new Chair, Julian Byrne, reflected
the business community’s positive
attitude towards what may come,
with the affirmation that “Gibraltar’s
entrepreneurs will get through this.”
Gemma’s work in leading the Remain
campaign was praised with an
impromptu few words from the Chief
Minister, Fabian Picardo, who reminded
members that the campaign had
succeeded in bringing community
and business leaders together, that,
unusually, the campaign created a
platform on which even opposing
politicians for a short while could find
agreement in support of the cause, and
which was strong enough to persuade
the British Prime Minister of the time,
David Cameron, to visit the Rock, albeit
a visit cut short by a tragic event in
the UK. The CM exhorted members
to remember that when the call came,
Gemma Vasquez “did it for Gib, did it for
all of us”.

As dinner was served and wine poured
into glasses, it was inevitable perhaps
that even among the warm catchup chatter of friends, colleagues and
competitors, there was also a sober
reflection of what is to come. Brexit
raises far more questions that the
politicians and negotiators involved
can yet answer. Why was Gibraltar not
given a mention in the Article 50 letter?
Is Gibraltar going to be ignored and cast
aside as the British scramble for trade
deals?
Michael Llamas took to the microphone
with an air of calm that is probably
one of the strongest attributes of a
country’s representative and negotiator.
As the principal legal advisor to the
Government, his role in evaluating the
outcomes of negotiations, declarations
by the numerous politicians involved
in Brexit and in assessing Gibraltar’s
legal relationships with other nations
and the EU is critical. From this pivotal
position, he was well placed to deliver an
address which gave a detailed summary
of the past nine months since the EU
referendum.
Mr Llamas gave a clear explanation
of exactly what the situation was as
members took to their elegant tables:
Article 50 had been triggered, and the
UK Government had published the white

During the address, members were
drawn a picture of the work that the
Gibraltar Government has been carrying
out to make sure that Gibraltar’s
interests form part of these forthcoming
negotiations; Mr Llamas referred to the
intense lobbying campaigns in Britain
and in Europe undertaken by the Chief
Minister, Deputy Chief Minister and their
teams and the “heat maps” that had
been drawn up to assess the impact of
withdrawal from the EU on the various
aspects of life in Gibraltar and that have
been submitted to the UK Government.
In an intense lobbying campaign,
representations have been made to the
EU as well as to the UK Parliaments and
reassurance was given that Gibraltar’s
Government has made and continues to
make strong representations to ensure
that its interests are fully taken into
account. “I can guarantee you that no
stone has been left unturned,” said Mr
Llamas.

While appreciative of the international
aspect of the Brexit negotiations,
the leaders of Gibraltar’s many small
businesses were also very concerned to
know what is happening closer to home.
Mr Llamas recognised this quickly in his
speech: “it all boils down to the border”.
The importance to local businesses, and
indeed, to local life, of the border with
Spain cannot be underestimated and Mr
Llamas was reassuring in his focus on
the work being undertaken to make this
an essential issue for the governments
involved in negotiating Brexit deals. He
was matter-of-fact in his delivery: the
UK, he said, and with it Gibraltar, will
become a “third country”, a non-EU
country, so the border will become an
external border to the EU: people from
Gibraltar and the wider Campo area will
find themselves crossing a Schengen
border where all sorts of regulations
will apply. He also reassured the
business community that their concern
that the work force needs ease of
movement through the border has been
emphatically communicated to the EU
and to the British government.
Mr Llamas went on to describe the
Gibraltar Government’s five-strand

strategy for Brexit: finding a satisfactory
solution to the border issues; Gibraltar’s
trade relationship with UK; the trade
agreements that UK enters with third
countries; keeping the status quo in
relation to trade in goods, and for
Gibraltar to form part of the UK deal in
respect of access to the EU market. The
fact that Gibraltar has a clear strategy
should not be underplayed; as any
business leader will affirm, a strong and
appropriate strategy is what helps a
business sail choppy waters successfully.
“The government” said Mr Llamas, “is
ready for the next phase of Brexit and
we are cautiously confident we will make
a success out of it.”
The Attorney General’s words received
a warm welcome from those present;
if there continued to be a sense of “we
shall see” in the room, it is because these
issues are so intensely complex and
their outcomes so difficult to predict.
Nevertheless, members of the business
community were expressing a good deal
of positivity; entrepreneurs, after all, are
known to seek out opportunities where
others only see barriers. There is a sense
of strength in working together and in
facing the unknown as a community.

Gibraltar Federation of Small Businesses

MEMBERS BENEFITS

GFSB MEMBERS EXCLUSIVE OFFER
ON DENTAL CARE

GFSB MEMBERS EXCLUSIVE
GYM MEMBERSHIP RATES

For more details call 20047722 or email gfsb@gfsb.gi
intouch
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We have a range of experience in
providing HR services to both large
blue-chip and smaller owner-manager
businesses. We have experience of
working closely with small to medium
sized businesses to aid in their
development and growth using practical
HR tools which has resulted in us really
understanding the priorities and values
of owner managers.

WHY BUSINESS NEEDS

HR PROFESSIONALS

T

he HR Dept. was
created to provide
Small and Medium
Companies in
Gibraltar access to a level of
HR support that they would
not normally be able to
afford on a full time basis.

The idea of The HR Dept. came about
with the small business owner or MD in
mind. We are aware of the basic fact
that employee issues have a profound
impact on the bottom line of any
business. We can help you manage that
impact in a way that is favourable for
your company.
We have discovered over the years that
business leaders do not fully understand
the value that HR brings to business. To
better understand the significant role of
HR in business we have described why
HR is important to business.
A good HR department is critical to
an employee-focused, productive
workplace in which employees are
motivated and engaged. Here are the
reasons why.
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HR advocates for employees who have
issues or conflict with management
and coaches managers and executives
who seek a more effective approach
to working with particular employees.
Not everyone loves each other but
they need to develop effective working
relationships for contributions and
productivity. HR can help by knowing
the players and taking on the necessary
role of advocate, coach and/or mediator

HR monitors the culture.
Some businesses say that HR owns the
culture, but as in all other employee
relations issues, the ownership is spread
across all employees.

HR recommends market-based salaries
and develops an overall strategic
compensation plan. HR provides
guidance to managers as they determine
the salary ranges within their businesses.

HR owns the overall talent management
processes.
In conjunction with other managers,
HR leads the way in management
development, performance
management, succession planning,
career paths, and other aspects of
talent management. HR can’t do it alone
and relies heavily on managers and
executive staff to help plan and execute
the strategies. However, HR has to bring
new ideas and effective practices into
the business

HR researches, recommends, and
implements employee benefits
programs that attract and retain your
best employees. HR is also responsible
for controlling costs and considering
various options before recommending
adoption.

HR is responsible for the overall
recruiting of a talented workforce.
Once again, HR cannot do it alone,
but must provide support to hiring
managers who are also responsible
for recruiting a talented workforce.
HR must provide leadership, training,
scheduling assistance, a systematic
hiring process, recruitment planning
processes, interview expertise, selection,
monitoring, and more.

HR understands employment law and
provides guidance to mitigate the risk to
reputation, on the best course of action
in termination of employment contracts
The importance of HR is easily
overlooked in the busy day-to-day in the
workplace, but without contributions in
each of these areas, the business would
be less successful.

HR is responsible for recommending
and implementing strategies for
people and the business that further the
attainment of the business’s strategic
goals. If your business is changing
direction, developing new products,
changing mission, vision, or goals,
HR must lead the way with employee
programs and processes.
HR makes sure that workplace
activities, events, celebrations,
ceremonies, field trips, and team
building opportunities are occurring.
Other employees plan and implement
the activities with or without HR’s
help, but the HR leader is generally
responsible for monitoring the budget
and providing committee oversight.

intouch
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PRESS RELEASE

BUY A PLAQUE,
BUILD A FUTURE

T

he Alameda Education
Team is growing its
work with children
and with the local
community this spring, and it
is reaching out to Gibraltar’s
business community as well
as families and individuals for
support. Their work at the
Gibraltar Botanic Gardens has
taken firm root and is now
flourishing, and the Education
Team is poised for further
development with their new
BioDome scheme.

Through the Alameda Gardening Club
and also through working with local
schools, the Team has been engendering
a love of gardening and of our local

environment in our children and in their
families and teachers. Not only does the
Team help our kids relish in the pleasure
of tending and growing plants, but they
are also learning about the environment,
nature, pollination, the seasons, the
weather, how to care for plants and how
to work in small teams, among the many
benefits derived from gardening.
The BioDome is a fascinating new
project. The Alameda Education Team
is planning to set out a specific area
within the Botanic Gardens which will
be reserved for educational purposes.
But to do this, they need to raise a
substantial amount of money and so a
Crowdfunding initiative has been set
up, so that local people, including local
businesses, can support this wonderful
scheme.

The BioDome Crowdfunding scheme
offers locally based businesses,
individuals, and also families the chance
to sponsor a plaque of recognition. The
plaques will publicly recognise individual
support for the scheme and will be
on view to all visitors to the Alameda
Gardens for years to come.

The money raised will help to pay for
the BioDome to be installed and for the
education work that will be carried out
within the BioDome to the benefit of our
children and for future generations of
Gibraltarians.

Donation		
Reward
Small triangle (approx 270 cm sq) with name
Medium Triangle (approx 1080 cm sq) with wording and name
Small Hexagon (approx 1624 cm sq) with wording and name
Large Hexagon (approx 6495 cm sq ) with company Logo and wording

Plaques are limited in number and will
be made available on a “first come,
first served” basis. They will remain
the property of the Gibraltar Botanic
Gardens and will be displayed within the
gardens.
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For those who are interested in making
donations beyond the cost of a plaque,
there are further opportunities to
support the project and these include
the chance to donate the cost of specific
items within the Education Area itself.

Seamless Transitions to
ISO 9001:2015.
Health & Safety Standard
ISO45001
Implementation Made Easy.
CONTACT
T.L CONSULTING LTD
ON 57333000

Through the scheme, plaques can be
“purchased” through sponsorship and
could commemorate a special occasion,
show support, or form a memorial to a
loved one.The plaques will vary in size
depending on the size of the donation
offered.

The suggested donation levels are:
> £50			
> £500			
> £1,000		
> £5,000

T.L CONSULTING LTD

If you would like to donate to the
BioDome project please contact the
Alameda Education Team directly on
BioDome@gibraltargardens.gi
Please include your contact details so
they can get in touch and discuss the
options with you further.

GOES GREEN…….AND ACHIEVES THE ISO14001:2004 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM- THROUGH
ACTION AND NOT JUST WORDS
Horticultural contractors, Convent Garden, Convent Ramp, Tel. 20043134
e-mail. greenarc@Hotmail.co.uk

Certification Body: Verification International of Nottinghamshire, England.

intouch
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WANT TO GROW
YOUR BUSINESS?
We believe that your website should work harder than all your
employees. Your website should be attracting prospects,
communicating with them and turning them into long-term clients.
For over 17 years we have been specialising in creating beautiful
websites that work perfectly across all mobile devices, but above
all increase your sales.

N

atWest Gibraltar is
open for business and
ready to support your
lending requirements.

Here at NatWest we know that every
business is unique. Some businesses
require capital to invest, for example
to buy new machinery or vehicles,
whereas others might need to prioritise
investment to future-proof and develop
their offering.
In our vast experience, we know that no
two stories are the same. There’s no ‘one
size fits all’ solution for any company
when it comes to business banking or
the support you require to grow and
develop.
Because this support is so important,
NatWest Gibraltar has recently
appointed a Business Growth Enabler,
Ivanka Howe, whose primary focus will
be to work with local companies to
support them with their planning and
strategic aims. Alongside Ivanka are
Relationship Managers Neville Dalmedo,
David Houldsworth and Giovanna
Gomez, and a Business Support Team
led by Saskia Porro.

Strength in numbers
Our Business Banking team is led by
Gillaine Casciaro. A proud Gibraltarian
who’s worked for NatWest since we
opened our first branch here in 1988,
Gillaine has significant experience having
worked in both local and international
banking roles. She also has extensive
knowledge and contacts across the
Gibraltarian business community.
As well as Ivanka and Gillaine, our
Business Banking team also includes a
group of dedicated and experienced
Relationship Managers committed to
making it simple to bank with us, and
providing mentoring support where
needed.
“I’m passionate about the success
of our local businesses in Gibraltar,”
commented Gillaine. “When I was
ISSUE 30 | SPRING 2017 |
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Contact us for a coffee and a free website analysis.
appointed Head of Business and Premium
Banking in January, one of the
things that gave me the most satisfaction
was knowing that I have the opportunity
to support our community in such an
important way.
“Because we live and work locally, we
understand the issues our local
businesses face. That’s why we’ve
developed products and services that
work hard for your business. Every
company needs time to reflect on the
past and plan for the future, so we’ve
developed a free business service review
to help you do exactly that.”

Large or small, we can help
Our Business Reviews help us to
structure our conversations with our
customers, and really help us to help
you. Whether you’re an existing
customer with changing needs, or
coming to us for an informal chat about
how we may be able to support your
company, we’ll look at specific areas to
get a full understanding of your situation
including:
• Products and services – we’ll look
at whether your current business
objectives are being met, and look at
alternative options that might work
better for you.
• Your plans and business performance
– we’ll take an in-depth look at your
business plans, goals and performance,
highlighting areas where we could help
you. It’s also important we look at some
of your personal plans and goals here
too.

• Issues – we’ll see if you’ve been having
any service issues and how we could
improve these for you.
We’ll also come to visit you at a
convenient time and place if you don’t
want to come to our offices.

piranha designs .com
+350 200 45599 | info@piranhadesigns.com
G I B R A LT A R - L O N D O N - E D I N B U R G H

So, with so many time pressures, why
should local businesses make the time
for a Business Review?
“We’ve got a wealth of experience of
helping every type of business from
large multi-nationals to smaller, familyrun companies,” added Gillaine.
“To offer you the best possible service,
we need to understand exactly how
your business works. That’s why our
Relationship Managers really work in
partnership with you to deliver the
support you need, when you need it.
We’re ready to discuss how we can
work together to help you realise your
business ambitions.”

Our dedicated Business Banking team
is committed to making it easy and
affordable for companies in Gibraltar
to access finance, and flourish in
today’s world of opportunity.
Come and talk to us.

· Pop into our branch: 55 Line Wall Road
· Email us: Gillaine.Casciaro@natwestoffshore.com
Ivanka.Howe@natwestoffshore.com
. On the web:
http://www.natwestinternational.com/nw/businessbanking.ashx
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ARGUS INSURANCE
COMPANY (EUROPE)
LIMITED AWARDED
CORPORATE CHARTERED
INSURER STATUS

T

he Chartered Insurance
Institute (CII) has
awarded the prestigious
‘Chartered Insurer’ title
to Argus Insurance Company
(Europe) Limited, one of
Gibraltar’s leading providers of
insurance advice and support.

The Chartered Insurer status is an
exclusive title awarded only to firms
that meet rigorous criteria relating
to professionalism and capability. All
Chartered Insurers commit to the CII’s
Code of Ethics, reinforcing the highest
standards of professional practice in
their business dealings.
Argus Insurance Company (Europe)
Limited specialises in providing
insurance for individuals and businesses
in in Gibraltar as well as in Malta.
Tyrone Montovio, General Manager,
Argus Insurance Company (Europe)
Limited, and holder of the individual
Chartered Insurer title commented:
“Securing Chartered Insurer status is a
landmark achievement for Argus. We
are delighted to be recognised by a
prestigious industry body like the CII. As
a Chartered Insurer we are committed to
delivering quality service, the continued
development of our staff and upholding
the highest professional and ethical
standards.”

Alison Hill, CEO of the Argus Group,
says: “I would like to congratulate the
Argus team in Gibraltar for this welldeserved designation. The Chartered
Insurer title is highly exclusive and
reserved for leading insurance firms
around the world. Joining other
worldwide Chartered Insurers, Argus
earns formal recognition that we work
hard every day to provide consistent
and world-class service to meet the
needs of our diverse client base.”
To date, fewer than 30 firms worldwide
have achieved Chartered Insurer status,
and Argus is the first company in
Gibraltar to be awarded this designation.
For further information, contact
Kathleen Wilkes, Office Manager, on
200 79520 ext. 235.

Of cou

rse you

can …

... have a building
Corporate Partnerships
Our Corporate Banking team of eight is completely committed
not only to the development of your plans but also to becoming
involved in them. Their diverse range of both experience and
perspective creates a personalised service catering for all your
banking needs.
We pride ourselves on going the extra mile for you – working
alongside you at every stage in the construction of your
corporate future.
Welcome to a bank out of the ordinary.

JYSKE BANK (GIBRALTAR) LTD. • 76, Main Street • P.O. Box 143 • Gibraltar
Tel. +350 606 33322 • Fax +350 200 76782 • info@jyskebank.gi • www.jyskebank.gi
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Jyske Bank (Gibraltar) Ltd. is licensed by the Financial Services Commission, Licence No. FSC 001 00B.
Services and products are not available to everybody, for instance not to residents of the US.
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Protect you and your family

Our plan provides cash towards
your medical expenses
s
t
fi
e
n
e
B
l
l Maternity Grant
Medica
l
l
l
l
l

Dental
Optical
Personal Accident
Hospital
Day Case

l
l
l
l

Specialist Services
Complementary Medicine
Overseas Cover
Gibraltar Medical Insurance
Allowance Applicable

Please ring for a quote - Tel: 200 61430
The Care Insurance Company Limited, 33/2 Cannon Lane, Gibraltar, GX11 1AA
Tel: 200 61430 • Email: info@careinsurance.gi • Web: www.careinsurance.gi

